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Erratum 
Volume 91, Number 2 (1983), in the article “The Invertibility of Rotation 
Invariant Radon Transforms,” by Eric Todd Quinto, pp. 510-522. 
The author has discovered an error in the proof of Corollary 3.2(ii) of [ 2 ] 
(in general, the conclusion below (3.14) does not follow from (3.14)). This 
note presents a correction that proves a stronger theorem. 
Let R, be a Radon transform that integrates over hyperplanes in R” with 
measure @, cc), p) dx, on the hyperplane H(w. p) as in Definition 2.1 [ 2 I. If 
R, is rotation invariant, then &, o, p) = U(lx - pal, p) for a function U as 
in Proposition 2.2 [2]. We have: 
THEOREM. Let R, be a rotation invariant Radon transform satisjjing 
,u(po, o.p) # 0 for all (w,p). Let u E P’(R”) and K > 0. Assume R,, u is 
supportedin ((co,p)(Ipl<K). Thenuissupportedin (xER”lxl<K}. 
This generalizes Theorem 3.l(ii) as well as Corollary 3.2(ii) because of 
the weaker assumptions here; p is not required to be positive. 
Proof Let K > 0. Let g E CJI’(S’-’ X R). then R,*g(x) = 
.I&, g(o, x . W)P(X, w, -Y . u) do and R,*: C”(S”-’ x R)-+ C”(R”) is 
continuous [I]. Let g(o, p) = g,(p) Y,(w), where Y, is a homogeneous 
spherical harmonic of degree I and g, is even if 1 is even, odd of I is odd. 
Then, by the nature of ,U = 0: the Funk-Hecke theorem proves 
20) 
“-’ R;g(x) = \ 
ci (1) 
Y,(.u’) I.‘r~‘g,(c) C;‘(c/r) 
-0 
(1) 
where x’ = x/Ix/, r = Ix/, and the other notation is as in [ 2 1. 
This is the key to the proof of: 
LEMMA. Let R,, be a rotation imariant Radon transform and let K > 0. 
Let 1 E N U (0) and let ft(r) E Cx( [0, co)) be equal to 0 for Irl < K, then 
there is a unique g, E Cm(R) equal to 0 for 1 pi < K and ecen for 1 even, odd 
for 1 odd such that for any homogeneous spherical harmonic of degree 1, Y,. 
R,h(&P) Y,W)W) =.fl(l.~l) Y,W). 
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Proof. Because f, = 0 on [0, K] the lower limit of integration in (1) can 
be taken to be K/2. One solves the integral equation in (1) for g, in terms of 
f, as outlined in [2], by taking derivatives and using Theorem A or B. 
Because the kernel of the resulting integral equation is smooth andf, is, so is 
the solution (for (n - 3)/2 odd, the forcing term [3, 41.61 in the resulting 
Abel equation [3, 4 1.4’1 is smooth becausef, = 0 near K/2). By uniqueness. 
the solution is zero for IpI < K. This proves the lemma. 
Let u E Z”(R”). Letf,(r) E P([O, co)) be supported in (K, 00) and let Y, 
be a spherical harmonic. Let g/(p) satisfy (2). Therefore (u,f, Y,) = 
(u, R:( g,( p) Y,(w)))= (R, U, g, Y,) = 0 as g, is supported in (K, co). As 
sums off, YI are dense in the set of C” functions supported in (x ] Ix > K}, 
u is supported in (x ( 1x1 < K). The case K = 0 follows immediately. 
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